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Cheoy Lee’s
Bravo 88 Is a Star
Spotlight on
50 Best Towns 2013
PLUS

MJM 50z, Sessa Fly 54
Prestige 550S,
Delta’s 164’ Arianna
ON THE COVER

Cheoy Lee Bravo 88

TAKES
CENTER STAGE

JULY 2013

DRIVEN
DESIGN
THE CHEOY LEE BRAVO 88 ILLUSTRATES THE NEXT STAGE OF
EVOLUTION FOR THIS BUILDER.

COURTESY CHEOY LEE
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A NUMBER OF YACHT BUILDERS INCLUDE
THE WORD SHIPYARD IN THEIR CORPORATE
name, but few are truly shipyards. Many
<PMM`\MZQWZ[\aTQVO_I[IT[WKWUXTM\ML
are yacht yards; others are simply factories Ja*]Z^MVQKP_WZSQVOQVKWVR]VK\QWV_Q\P
J]QTLQVO ÆWI\QVO _QLOM\[ +PMWa 4MM Q[ +PMWa4MM¼[[\INN*]Z^MVQKPZMNMZ[\WQ\I[
different, and a quick look at its portfolio of ¹\ZILQ\QWVIT [\aTM _Q\P KWV\MUXWZIZa ÆIQZº
deliveries, including more than 5,000 yachts and says he hopes it will someday earn the title
IVLKWUUMZKQIT^M[[MT[[QVKM KWVÅZU[ WN ¹\QUMTM[[º<PMQV\MZQWZLM[QOV_I[KIZZQML
this fact. It is from this wide diversity of craft, W]\Ja;aT^QI*WT\WV,M[QOVWN ;MI\\TMIVLQ\
TIZOMIVL[UITT\PI\\PM+PMWa4MM*ZI^W Q[IVQKMUI\KP\W*]Z^MVQKP¼[M`\MZQWZ"[\aTQ[P
88 emerges. And it’s soon clear that the com- and modern without being stale or faddish.
;]KPÅZ[\ZI\M\MIU[IZMVW\]V][]ITNWZ
pany is driven by design and engineering.
The design, in this case, comes from MG superyacht projects, for which the added
*]Z^MVQKPAIKP\,M[QOVQV.TWZQLI5QSM M`XMV[MWN PQZQVO[\ZWVO\ITMV\KIVJMR][*]Z^MVQKP_WZSML_Q\P\PMTI\M<WU.M`I[NWZ \QÅMLJa\PMÅVITXZWL]K\¼[XZQKM\IO[J]\
many years, creating yachts for a number of KZMLQ\U][\JMOQ^MV\W+PMWa4MMNWZJZQVObuilders and private clients. A licensed profes- QVO\PQ[TM^MTWN \ITMV\\WJMIZWV\PM*ZI^W 
sional engineer and graduate naval architect, 8IZ\WN \PI\Å[KITUIOQKKWUM[NZWU[\QKSQVO
PMIT[W_WZSMLNWZ/QJJ[+W`WN;;United _Q\P\PM[IUM\MIUNWZ\PMMV\QZM*ZI^W[MZQM[
States NIUMLM[QOVQVO=;6I^aLM[\ZWaMZ[ which includes models ranging from 65 to
[W\PMLMX\PIVLJZMIL\PWNPQ[M`XMZ\Q[MIZM !NMM\<PMZM¼[IT[WINWW\\ZQLMKSaIKP\
IOWWLUI\KP\W+PMWa4MM¼[
in the works.
3MMXQVO\PM\MIU\WOM\PMZIVLNWK][ML
.WZ\PM*ZI^W P]TT*]Z^MVQKP[\IZ\ML
_Q\PIÅVMMV\ZaIVL[\MMXLMILZQ[MNWZ_IZL WVIXIZ\QK]TIZ[MZQM[XZW^QLM[ÆM`QJQTQ\aQV
ZMUQVQ[KMV\WN UIVa.M`I[P]TT[J]\\PMV accommodating semicustom requests from
W_VMZ[ .WZ QV[\IVKM \PM
warped the bottom into a
The 88’s master and
UWTL NWZ \PM *ZI^W  KIV
ZMTI\Q^MTa ÆI\ LMOZMM IN\ VIP are each full beam and
finished to the same
actually yield hulls of various
deadrise. That’s not the full
luxurious specs — with
TMVO\P[]X\W!NMM\<PMZM
[\WZaPW_M^MZ*]Z^MVQKP[Ia[ vanities
and lounging areas
are also many options for the
his goal was “to develop a really
and the same flawless
joinery found throughout
QV\MZQWZIZZIVOMUMV\+PMWa
seaworthy hull that’s also very
the rest of the yacht.
4MM IVL *]Z^MVQKP PI^M
MNÅKQMV\º3VW_QVO\PI\UW[\
yachts spend far more time at cruise speed than already met with a client to discuss a version
I\_QLMWXMV\PZW\\TMPM_Q[MTaIQUML\WUI`- of the vessel that rearranges the stairways
QUQbM\PMMNÅKQMVKaI\INI[\KZ]Q[MIZW]VL and staterooms, allowing a private entrance
SVW\[ZI\PMZ\PIVI\\PM\WXMVLWN VMIZTa to the master suite, a much-desired feature
knots. To accomplish that, and to keep running normally found only on much larger yachts.
trim below 3 degrees, he incorporated broad
The private entrance is not the only feature
¹Z]VVQVOÆI\[ºM[[MV\QITTaTW_MZKPQVM[\PI\ \PI\ZMUQVL[WVMWNTIZOMZaIKP\[*WT\WVQ[
_QLMV\WIJW]\NMM\!QVKPM[IN\
the talent behind the interior design of Mazu,
)T\PW]OP*]Z^MVQKPPIVLTMLUW[\WN INWW\+PMWa4MM_Q\PILQ[\QVK\Q^MZML
the engineering as well as the hull design, hull [YACHTING.MJZ]IZaEIVLW\PMZ
the structural engineering was developed large custom yachts. It is not always easy to
in conjunction with composite specialist scale down big-boat details into a smaller
/]ZQ\NWZUMZTa;80QOP5WL]T][WN6M_ XIKSIOMJ]\*WT\WV[MMU[\WPI^MUI[\MZML
BMITIVL<PMÅZUQ[QV^WT^ML_Q\PM^MZa- \PM\I[SPIVLQTa_Q\P\PM*ZI^W 
thing from milking machines to ice hockey
Entering the salon from the aft deck, it’s
equipment, but is especially well-known for tough to pause for a look at the gently curved
Q\[M`XMZ\Q[MQVaIKP\IVLUQTQ\IZaKZIN\KWV- and tasteful arrangement of seating and
struction, the common denominator being tables because of the stunning dining area just
the highest of high-tech composites.
beyond. There, the forward bulkhead seems to
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Stainless-steel appliances plus a bilevel island wrapped in glossy joinery and topped with marble create a galley that’s functional and beautiful.
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glow with an inner luminescence, the chandelier above the table demands a prolonged
gaze upward, and the table itself is a masterpiece of the woodworker’s art, with the
XZWUQVMV\Ta[\ZQXMLOZIQVKWVÅO]ZMLQVNW]Z
perfectly matched panels set at right angles.
<PMT]`]ZaKWV\QV]M[JMTW_LMKS[_PMZM
Q\¼[LQNÅK]T\\WLQ[\QVO]Q[PJM\_MMV\PM>18
(forward) and master stateroom (aft, adjaKMV\\W\PMMVOQVMZWWU*W\PIZMÅVQ[PML
to the same high level, with touches such
as raised-vessel sinks, vanities and lounges
NWZXZQ^I\MZMTI`I\QWV-IKPJMVMÅ\[NZWUI
N]TTJMIUKWVÅO]ZI\QWV_Q\P\_WTIZOMIVL
elongated portlights per side, and as on the
main deck, the joinery is immaculate. The
master stateroom has a king berth and a fullJMIULW]JTM^IVQ\aJI\P_PQTM\PM>18
features a queen berth and smaller head.
.W]ZILLQ\QWVITO]M[\[IZMIKKWUUWLI\ML
in a twin-berth stateroom to port and another
queen-berth stateroom at the bow, each with
en suite bath. Although there is naturally less
[XIKMPMZM\PMZMQ[VWR][\QÅKI\QWVNWZIVa
guest feeling slighted, because the high level
WNÅVQ[PIVLW]\Å\\QVOQ[KWV[Q[\MV\_Q\P\PM
larger staterooms. The guest foyer also houses
a Whirlpool washer and dryer.
<PM *ZI^W ¼[ KZM_ PI^M \_W KIJQV[
abaft the engine room, with a double berth
to starboard and upper/lower singles to port.
The crew cabins share a centerline head
and shower, as well as a small crew mess and
dinette. This area also provides a convenient
entrance to the engine room, where the twin
+I\MZXQTTIZ[PI^MM`KMTTMV\IKKM[[ITTIZW]VL
*IKSWV\PMUIQVLMKS\PM[XIKMNWZ_IZL
of the dining area is shared by a lower helm
and day-head to starboard, and a galley with
ZIQ[ML4[PIXMLLQVM\\M\WXWZ\<PMOITTMaTQSM
[WU]KPMT[MIJWIZL\PM*ZI^W Q[QUXZM[[Q^MNWZQ\[TM^MTWN ÅVQ[PIVLW]\Å\\QVO<PM
suite of GE Monogram stainless-steel appliances includes a large refrigerator/freezer unit,
dishwasher, oven, microwave, four-burner

TEST CONDITIONS:
Speeds were measured by GPS in the
Atlantic Ocean off Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, in one- to two-foot seas with no
wind and 30-foot water depth and with
50 percent fuel, 90 percent water and
five people aboard. Fuel consumption
was measured with the Caterpillar
electronic engine-monitoring system.
Sound levels were measured at the lower
helm with doors and windows closed.
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KNOTS
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dB(A)

550
900
1200
1500
1800
2100
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6.1
9.3
12.2
14.7
20.3
25.2
26.9

6.0
19.0
38.0
75.0
113.0
177.0
199.0

55
59
60
64
66
69
71

range and trash compactor. There is a bilevel
island at the center that serves admirably for
both casual and formal occasions.
Adjacent to the day-head, an interior
[XQZIT[\IQZ_IaTMIL[\W\PMÆaQVOJZQLOM
which can also be reached via a straight stair
NZWU\PMIN\LMKS-`\MVLML\WKW^MZ\PMIN\
deck fully, the top deck is huge. There’s room
for a tender, crane and hot tub aft, with space
\W[XIZM=VLMZ\PMÅ`MLPIZL\WXNWZ_IZL
are the centerline helm with companion
[MI\\WXWZ\IVW^MZ[QbM4[PIXMLLQVM\\M
abaft the companion seat and, to starboard,
a fully equipped snack bar with three seats.
The hardtop, by the way, blends nicely
_Q\P\PMZMUIQVLMZWN \PM*ZI^W ¼[[]XMZstructure. Too often, such large tops look like
afterthoughts, and unfortunately they are,
UIZZQVOIVW\PMZ_Q[MI\\ZIK\Q^MXZWÅTM6W\
[WPMZM"*]Z^MVQKPPI[IKPQM^MLPQ[OWITWN 
what will surely become a timeless look.
*]Z^MVQKP IVL +PMWa 4MM PI^M IT[W
achieved their goal regarding performance at
[MI,]ZQVOUa\QUMIJWIZL1LQLV¼\PI^MI
lot of weather to contend with, but the behavQWZWN \PM*ZI^W _I[M`MUXTIZa1\WWS\PM
PMTUNZWU+IX\:I_TMQOP<ZMUIQVNWZIV
M`\MVLMLXMZQWLZ]VVQVOQVI[TQOP\KPWXVMIZ
\PM/]TN ;\ZMIUWNN .WZ\4I]LMZLITMIVL\PM
aIKP\PIVLQTaIV[_MZMLM^MZaKWUUIVL6W
XZWJTMU[I\ITTJ]\\PMV1LQLV¼\M`XMK\IVa
from a yacht carrying such a pedigree.
If you’re looking for a cruising motoraIKP\\PM*ZI^W[MZQM[[PW]TLLMÅVQ\MTa
be included on your short list of candidates. If you’re more of a sport yacht fan,
PI^MITWWSI\+PMWa4MM¼[)TXPI[MZQM[#
for larger motoryachts, the Global series;
for long-range displacement yachts, the
;MZMVQ\a[MZQM[#IVLNWZZW]VL\PM_WZTL
M`XMLQ\QWV[QV]VUI\KPML[\aTMIVL]T\Qmate single-engine economy, the Marco
8WTW[MZQM[WN_PQKPMazu is a part. And
QNaW]¼ZM[\IZ\QVO\W\PQVS+PMWa4MMPI[
something for everyone, join the club.

ONE-LINER
SPECIFICATIONS:
LOA: 88’11” BEAM: 22’6” DRAFT:
5’5” (full load) DISPL.: 175,000 lb. (full
load) FUEL: 3,000 gal. WATER: 855
gal. DEADRISE: 14 degrees ENGINES
(std.): 2 x 1,146 hp Caterpillar C18
ACERT diesels ENGINES (tested):
2 x 1,700 hp Caterpillar C32 ACERT
diesels PRICE: Upon request

It’s only one line in the
Bravo 88 construction
specifications: “Integral
fiberglass fuel, fresh
water and holding tanks,
with baffles and manholes.” But there’s history
behind that line of type.
In the late 1970s, when
Jack Hargrave’s office
was designing custom
www. y a c h tin gm a ga zin e . c o m

and production motoryachts for a multitude
of builders around the
world, including Cheoy
Lee, he proposed to
several of the fiberglass
builders that they consider using integral tanks
rather than the independent tanks that were then
almost universal. After

all, steel and aluminum
yachts had integral tanks,
and there were a number
of significant advantages
that the fiberglass builders were missing out on.
Integral tanks provide
much more capacity
than independent tanks
for a given boat size
and configuration and

result in a lighter boat,
since the tank structure
is also the hull bottom
structure. Cheoy Lee
was the first builder to
embrace Hargrave’s
suggestion. The company knew there was
some risk — pioneers,
it is said, gather all the
arrows — but with careful

planning, extensive initial
testing and upgrades
to its quality-control
procedures, Cheoy Lee
implemented the use of
integral fiberglass tanks.
A success in the first boat,
the configuration continues to benefit Cheoy Lee
owners today, 30-plus
years later. — D.D.
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